Rivalry Softball
Schedules Today
On Page Field

Victorious Sophs
Cap Two Points
In Swim Meet

Three-Way Tie
In Bowling Series

GOOD FOOD
In a Friendly
Convenient
Atmosphere

B l i t t e r

College Pharmacy

R I C E A L L E Y S
WESTERN AT GUAL


**Communications**

**TO SING THAT Hymn**

To sing that hymn in page Hall, after the traditional Myski Panel every hour, was an event of great task area, and could the chorus ring with our twenty members of "Arm In Arm."

**Arsenic Plus Old Lace Yields Gay Homicide**

Press daily pictures in taking lunch hour, front offices, spring production, "Arsenic Plus Old Lace" proved an effective means in reaching the goals of the year.

**Arms Won't Long Be Cold**

Who has been selected to preside over the Fall Assembly? We have a request from the seniors, that the fall Assembly be held at the Presidium in the fall, and that it be a day of celebration.

**SEB Releases List Of New Placements**

SEB has released its list of new placements for the current academic year. The list includes students who have accepted positions in various fields, including medicine, law, and education.

**Moving-Up Day Directions Listed**

Directions for the Moving-Up Day on May 21, 1947, have been listed in the Myski Panel. Students are encouraged to attend and participate in the event.

**State College News**

**EXTRA '46-'47 Myski Panel Tapped**

Bently Wins 1946-47 Presidency of SA; Tesserer Named in-Chief of NEWS

**Vice-President**

Smith to Direct Press Bureau

**Secretary**

Dowd of WAA; Knud Stays Songleader

**News Tapping Procedure Heralds State's Traditional Moving-Up Day**

A new tapping procedure heralds State's traditional Moving-Up Day. The procedure was approved by the Student Council, and will be used for the first time this year.

**Board of Governors**

Returns to Full Powers

**Student Body**

Members of the Student Body have been elected to various positions on campus organizations. The results of the elections will be announced in the next issue of the Myski Panel.